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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The development of the candidate's work during the last
year at Central Washington State College is a result of the desire
and concern to deal with the positive and negative possibilities of
space as volume and form in our environment. Initial feelings
about space as a positive volume and even as concrete form (solid)
were felt while living in Alberta, Canada. . . here the flat plains
seem to swallow everything up, including the distant Rockies which
appeared as small interludes along the horizon. Even viewing the
majestic Rockies at their location did not negate the overpowering
presence and depth of the surrounding volume of space. The more
traditional concept of space treated as a negative quality (Greek
sculpture for instance) left me more dissatisfied while visiting New
Mexico, "The Land of Enchantment," where the "sky" settlements
of Indians claim a close affinity to the infinite by virtue of sitting
atop barren plateaus rising out of the desert. While relaxing in the
natural hot springs in the Jemez Mountains of New Mexico, bathers
appeared amidst natural surroundings as half-submerged islands,
fragmented and exposed to the elements. Bodily detachment and
distortion of bodies through light refraction in the water provoked
an a{inity to floating in space; reflecting one's thoughts upon the
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starry sky above brought to mind the astronaut's televised space
walks. Anthropomorphic shapes could be imagined amidst the
brilliant constellations.

These thoughts and notations of space

were further reinforced because of man's revitalized concern for
ecology.
The trends of the fine arts today indicate a growing concern
for spectator involvement as a necessary ingredient for existence
or presence conveyed by the art objects, as well as the utilization
of the newest technological advances and industrial materials and
methods.
Artificial boundaries which have separated the various
fine art disciplines have been broken; new realities supercede the
old ones no where more significantly than in those disciplines which
depend to a great extent on the art of illusion. Many painters (myself included) have recently shifted from the illusions of two-dimensional surface configurations to a three-dimensional surface in relief
or in-the-round making significant extensions of real or illusory
illusions and realities of space as spatial volume and solid form.
THE PROBLEM

Statement of the .Problem
It was the purpose of this study: (1) to develop an idea
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visually as well as to articulate it in writing; (2) to evolve and
develop illusions and realities of spatial interstices (spatial
framents) as positive elements of two and three dimensional form;
(3) to articulate, as objectively as possible, an analysis of the body
of creative work.
Importance of the Study
Major emphasis has been placed on the creative body of two
and three dimensional work, and is supplemented with the views the
candidate wishes to express in this thesis paper. A creative body of
work is a highly personal statement which stands as an expression of
the candidate's ideas through utilizing different materials, techniques
and methods associated with primarily the areas of drawing, painting,
and sculpture. Much time has been spent in evolving and developing
the idea of repeating modular-units or cut-outs with different materials
and experimenting with scale and spectator involvement. The final
area of emphasis has been the candidate's concern to evolve from the
more conceptual statements back into a more intuitive approach to
the problem to complete both an unconscious and conscious approach
and eventually combine them.

The candidate's efforts have been

directed equally between quality of end product, quality of idea,
quality of unconscious expression, and quality of spectator involvement.
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The culmination of efforts between idea, process, and end product
has marked a significant "jumping off" point (particularly the modular
pieces) for envisioning an even deeper involvement in the near future.
The candidate has endeavored to weld together various elements from
the three fields listed above by virtue of freely adapting materials and
techniques from each area as the candidate saw fit in order to more
fully realize his work.

It has been the candidate's intention to refrain

from working within strict categorization of area, except under the
more general auspices of Design which could easily include all the
areas of fine art.
The most important idea covered in the candidate's work has
been the concern for actualizing in new concrete forms, the more traditional ideas of negative space as applied to the various disciplines in
art (especially sculpture). Evolution of the intuitive feelings in developing the various motifs and forms has also been a major concern to the
candidate. The most meaningful outcome of this study remains to be
seen in the future works of the candidate dealing with the maturing
endeavors between collective consciousness and the collective unconscious.
The liberating effects of this study has also resulted in a
stronger conviction and greater discipline to carry one's own ideas
out by effectively utilizing the materials on hand to make a convincing
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statement.
This study also marks a more intimate appraisal of expressive
communication (through creativity) between the evolvement of my work
and evolvement of myself (mehtally, physically, spiritually). Perhaps
the personal importance of this study can only be assessed by its
effects on a much larger scale. The idea of space (positive, negative
and infinite) and a more fuller understanding of our inner selves can
lead to more positive assertions in improving, understanding of man's
values, his technology, and his relationships to others.
Limitations of the Study
The candidate has been limited only by the quantity, quality,
and cost of the materials on hand. No restrictions were made in order
to more fully realize the possibilities of idea and expression in two
and three dimensional media.

Cost of all materials and tools were

held within what the candidate's teaching assistantship afforded, so
that although all the candidate's work presented is considered complete,
some pieces (particularly the modular units) act as models to be jobbed
out for heavier industrial fabrication at a later date. Because of the
range of expression in both two and three-dimensional media, hand
methods of fabrication and working have been used for the most part
with materials more suited to this method; however the projection of
utilizing mere industrial methods can be readily seen in such pieces
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because the type of material is identical in most instances. Some
of the fabrication methods called for new skills and high degree of
precision in order to create the proper effects. Out of the candidate's
own dissatisfaction with surface modulation and illusions on a two
dimensional surface, a transition was made from two-dimensional
drawing to three-dimensional forms and finally combining elements
of both areas and evolving a transition and evolution of work rather
than a static statement which fits a neat definition.
Technical craftsmanship is limited to the point where it might
overstep into technical virtuosity of imitating what a machine can do
more efficiently. "Hand marks" may show intentionally or in one or
two cases because the candidate lacked the means at his disposal (an
increasing number of artists today have access to fabricating equipment in industry or job their work out). This attitude has allowed me
to concentrate equally on the idea behind the piece, so that originating
and evolving the idea can be equated with the skill and process of
workmanship. In essence, what the candidate is here concerned with
is where one places his values and the process one involves oneself
with in order to get the work done. President John F. Kennedy
addressed a college audience in which he stressed that the problems
we face today are not ideological but technological; that is to say that
we are so absorbed by the technological process, that we imitate
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unconsciously or consciously the efficiency of automatic machines
in our action and thought processes which we can never really ascend
to as efficiently as a machine or if we do are at once limited by the
very system we believe in. Our values tend to stagnate within the
system based on skepticism, fact, and materialism; it tends to ignore
or invalidate faith (in God) or the existence and value of unique personal experience. An artist dealing directly with technology and
industrial materials might imitate what a machine can do (possibly
better) in some situations, but when the involvement becomes too
great, he places h~mself in a closed system of thinking and working,
whereby the value of the idea assumes minor significance in comparison to the illusion for the sake of masking the process of creativity
for surface appeal.
Consideration of the types and kinds of materials used and
an appropriate method of construction is important when considering
how the end product will look; however in the candidate's view,
creativity can be too easily masked by the final results without due
consideration for the process of origination of idea as part of the
creative process, which stands for the integrity of the artist as well
as his work.
Hopefully, the candidate's body of work indicates an extension
and successful handling of the two and three dimensional disciplines
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in fine art without the necessity of remaining within the bounds of
any one of them.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Spatial Interstices
Fragments of space between, around, and within the whole
object or parts of an object.
Anthropomorphic
Reference of humanoid shapes to non-human objects.
Relief
Projection of three dimensional form from a two dimensional
surface.
In the Round
Viewed from all sides; three-dimensional (height, width,
depth).
Module
A standardized unit functioning within a total system.
Positive Space
Space which asserts itself most strongly as solid volume;
space which can be sensed as possessing form.
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Negative space
Space which is concave; that which is spatial and non-tangible,
i.e. , without form or shape; that which is dominated by positive space.
Minimal
That which is simplest in form and shape but conveys a strong
presence when viewed and may require actual participation from the
observer.
"hand marks"
Intentional or accidental signatures left on the surface of a
piece, characteristic of the hand-made process.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Form and Space
Although this study has evolved independently of other artists'
work, a brief treatment of some of the contemporary artists may clarify
and lend support to the nature of my work. Although the basis for
their work may be the same, in some cases each artist shows a
unique involvement, expression and approach dealing with materials,
techniques, procedures, and ultimate purpose.
The Greeks had an idea of sculpture as the object being the
focal point with almost complete exclusion of integrated or enclosed
space. The space merely existed around the sculpture and was
ultimately considered as negative (spatial); whereas the solid sculpture
was considered a positive (solid). A contemporary example is
Constantin Brancusi's kernel sculpture which appear as closed forms
similar to compact embryonic or egg forms.
The disintegration of mass and opening up of solid volume
developed into a treatment of empty space as "sculptural material"
(1: 12) such as in Henry Moore's pieces. Trier points out in "Form
and Space":
fu the 20th century that the idea of combining positive and
negative forms has been systematically exploited. The name
given to this trend, hole sculpture, opposite if somewhat
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derogatory, shows that it has struck home.
Early instances of hole sculpture can be found in Alexander
Archipenko's Woman Combing Her Hair for instance, which indicates
a strong sense for concave form and space penetrating completely
through the sculpture. Barbara Hepworth is another artist working
in a similar vein; however she adds color around the concavities and
holes to command the spectator's attention, (as in her sculpture
entitled Hollow Form [ Penwith ]} .
The cubist and surrealist sculptors broke up the solid mass
and allowed space and light to effect a transparency known as "spatial
simultaneity" (1:14).
Umberto Boccioni created transparent planes by attempting
a spatial synthesis between exterior and interior forms by creating
an interpenetration of planes and objects based on the spiral, and
incorporated new materials such as glass, mirror glass, electric
light, etc. Transparency was achieved by Brancusi by virtue of
implicating his highly polished surfaces with total space.
I developed my philosophy about space from repeated attempts
to read into the negative (spatial) areas in Henry Moore's sculpture,
and having tried pieces in a similar vein, became dissatisfied with
the results.

(The positive solid areas still predominated over the

negative [spatial ]areas). My greater affinity for the treatment of
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space as more of a positive than negative element did not bear fruit
until I attempted to explore this idea in two-dimensions. The idea
of leaving the canvas unpainted except for the fragmented space
around the object would give the illusion of the spatial interstices
becoming the most positive element in defining the object on the
canvas.
The next step I felt would be to eliminate the illusion of
space altogether by projecting the spatial fragments out from the
surface. I completed a bronze relief in a more traditional vein in
which I hoped the positive figure would activate the space around it.
The work I have completed with relief marks a transition from two
dimensional illusion into a more dynamic reality of activating real
space.
Relief is the traditional zone between sculpture and painting,
in that it provides the possibility of breaking away from the
illusionism of the two-dimensional surface towards effects in
real space, and also of introducing new materials. (1:30)
As I began to work with more three-dimensional constructions
my work evolved from a primarily organic rendering to combining
both the curved forms with more rectalinear shapes. A sense of
formality has been introduced by means of symmetrical arrangement
and easily relatable shapes. My aim is to activate as much space
as possible with the most economical fragmented shapes possible.
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Alberto Giacometti's figures accomplish this same end by the use
of thin solitary figures which activate a tremendous amount of space
with a minimum amount of solid volume. Giacometti's work:
. . . implies the experience of infinite space, where the
minimization of the objects become silent and change encounters,
of which the objects material preponderance is minimized, in
which their spatial existence becomes infinite . . . . Giacometti's
forte lies in reducing man, object, and space to common denominator. As architect man partitions space, and the human
figure moving inside these compartments loses the awareness
that he himself created them. They gradually dominate him,
and he accepts them as an objective world. Giacometti reestablishes the original relation with space: he links the human
being to the miracle of the time and space in which he is born. . .
(he) . . . shield away from . . . everything that presents itself in
space with a full and positive shape. He continually sought to
express the intervals between volumes, the objects in space,
and was intuitively conscious of the fact that what he was going
to create would be articulations of space. . . In.variably one comes
to the conclusion that the basic principle of Giacometti's painting,
drawing, and sculpture proves to be one and the same experience
of space . . . His reduction to the minimum, his simplicity, are
the results of a distinct philosophy of space through which he
restores an intuitive link between, on the one hand, motion and
volume and, on the other, time and space. (2:239-244).

CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURE OF THE'STUDY
INTRODUCTION

The title "Spatial Interstices" denotes the final evolution
and direction of the main body of work. Creative experiments include
drawing, painting, relief, and three-dimensional constructions. The
candidate wished to draw upon materials and resources in all areas
of fine art, beginning the study with two dimensional works and finalizing the ideas in three-dimensions, and evolving an extension of the
idea in a more expressive vein suggesting new directions. All the
work is presented as finished statements; however some of the
modules are intended to be done at a later date on a larger scale on
an industrial basis. The set of drawings terminating this body of
work are evolutions of the intuitive and unconscious occupation with
the inner self expressing itself more loosely, and without the direct use
of the modular motn. Experiments with as wide a variety of media
as possible have been incorporated, and have opened up new avenues
of approach for the candidate.
PROCEDURE

A large volume of quick sketches evolving and incorporating
anthropomorphic and rectilinear ref er enc es were done with the idea
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of emerging with an enigmatic statement of space and form which
dealt effectively with references to man and man-made form. A
particular motif was adopted to experiment with because it possessed
the quality of activating a maximum amount of space with a minimal
amount of form.

Paper models and sketches of the different possibili-

ties of these modular units were made and experiments begun to
realize the possibilities. The idea was to solidify the fragments of
space around or in an object so that they asserted themselves with
a positive quality in actual or illusionary space. Two dimensional
studies were made utilizing a number of different drawings, finally
deciding upon one motjf which was executed in relief and in threedimensions. The unconscious effects of this conceptually oriented
approach and the need to add a more personal expression can be seen
in the terminal set of drawings, indicating extensions of space concepts
in a number of djff erent directions.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

The method of working on the creative body of work has been
primarily of an experimental nature of testing methods of fabrication
by hand on the materials on hand. The drawings, sculpture and
painting incorporate virtually as many djfferent materials and
techniques as possible, including vacuum forming, spray-painting,
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air-brushing, stenciling, masking, casting resin and bronze, freehand
rendering, hand fabricating, bonding, taping, cutting, and gluing.
The materials included drawing supplies, painting supplies,
and sculpture supplies.
Here is a list of some of the more important materials:
pencil, ink, paper, mat board, found junk, spray paint, making tape,
solvent, glue, polyester resin, styrene plastic, masonite, plywood,
epoxy, chipboard, sheet aluminum, bronze, acryllic paint, lacquer,
oil paint, framing wood, foam rubber, plexiglass, metalflake, styrofoam, posters, canvas, stencils, drafting tape, and acetate.
Tools which were purchased for the pieces include a saber
saw, electric drill, sander, mat cutter, brushes, air-brush, drill
bits, paint striper, filter mask, T-square, metal yardstick, hacksaw,
set of saber saw blades, C-clamps, plane, and drafting equipment.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STUDY
The drawings in Figures 1 and 2 are indicative of my early
involvement with space and anthropomorphic forms.

Figure 1 illus-

trates the cloud or intestinal and organ-like forms which developed
from the human figure.

The rendering is executed in penci~ spray

paint, and india ink. Space is used in this drawing primarily as
subject matter, with a heavy concentration of developing interesting
forms.

Figure 2 involved the growth of multiple images organized

into a compact format.

The six figures in Figure 2 were obtained

by rubbing the back of the original graphite drawing so that the
images were printed and reworked on a larger piece of paper. Again
no attempt was made to activate the spatial intervals around the figures;
they a'.re to act as a compact and closed mass where the shape of the
outline acts as a structured whole. Because of the lack of an activated
and integrated background based on any perspective elements, and
positioning as to activate the entire rectilinear format, the result has
been to cut-out the mat the shape of the closed mass of the drawing
in order to isolate the silhouette as an important feature.
Several folded and relief drawings were executed as experiments involving time in space by presenting a changing point of view
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as the spectator moved past the drawings; however, the fragility of
the paper was a disadvantage in attaching objects to the two dimensional surface of the paper and some spray paints had an W1desirable
effect of warping the surface and creating W1wanted reflective qualities.
The oil painting in Figure 3 was attempted with the use of
hard edges (some were masked with tape) add organizing the symbolic

Figure 1. Untitled, mixed media, 20" x 26"
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Figure 2. Untitled, graphite and pencil, 38" x 20"
elements of isolation and death into more simplified outline shapes.
The symmetry and geometrization of the forms lend themselves to
achieving a more formal quality. The dark outer space asserts itself
in a more positive manner by assuming the profiles of figures on the
left and right side of the canvas, while the white inner space surrounding
the central figure becomes the positive unifier of all the individual
elements. The central figure was lightened and de-humanized by the
cool reflective surface of silver enamel. Greater attention has been
paid to asserting the spatial fragments on the outer periphery as a
more positive part of the overall motif rather than act as mere color
fill or background.
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figure 3. "Death Study," oil, 32" x 48".
Figure 4 is an acrylic, enamel and polyester resin painting
which continues the use of hard-edges (masked) and formal symmetry
of combining geometric and organic forms.

The solid "Gestalt" color

areas have been stenciled and spray painted with gold enamel or hand
painted with acrylic and fluorescent paint. The use of silver mylar
gives a highly reflective quality of transparency and lightness to the
faces and the cup. The word "Liberty" gives the illusion of floating
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Figure 4. "Liberty Sundae," mixed media, 27" x 32".
in space by appearing to be in front of the faces and disappearing
behind the fluorescent-pink triangle. A strong definition to the
sundae was achieved by covering a template for med and baked
piece of baker's clay with polyester resin and epoxying it to the
surface of the canvas. Illusions of advancing and receding space
are due to the overall shapes and reading of solid unmodulated
color surface. Further study was conducted in utilizing complementary colors of approximately the same intensities and creating
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ambiguous figure-ground relationships. Perspective elements and
surface modulation were further minimized so that the only clues
to distinguishing the figure from the ground are fragments of shadows
and broken outline.

Figure 5. Untitled, bronze, 13" x 5 1/ 2" .
The bronze casting (lost wax) in Figure 5 resulted from the
candidate's attempts to eliminate the illusion of space bounded by the
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limited borders of the canvas, by creating a ''floating" object which
would activate the broader space of the wall on which the relief is
hung. Although the illusion of negative (empty) space is still retained
around the figure as textural cloth and cloud forms, the figure more
positively asserts itself into three-dimensional space because of the
nature of the media and method of display (hung on the wall or suspended from the ceiling). The bronze casting marks a point of full
departure from the two-dimensional surface, is one of the candidates
initial experiments with a three-dimensional medium.
Another experiment (not shown) involved fabricating a 4' x 6'
rectilinear piece of foam rubber into a soft piece by using only a
special bonding cement. The resulting organic form is reminiscient
of the shapes found in the candidate's drawings.
I

Figure 6. Untitled, graphite and colored pencil, 36" x 27"
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The desire to activate real space has resulted in the cutout drawing in Figure 6. Illusion of form was created with the air
brush and color was added to help differentiate the organic shapes.
The candidate feels that the use of cut-out shapes such as in Figure
6 could be more effectively conveyed if the detail were minimized
and if the shapes were cut from polished metal, fitting together
rather like a jig-saw puzzle, and allowing the spectator to manipulate the parts.

Figure 7. "Airplane Study," mixed media, 28" x 43"
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Figure 7 is a drawing which has been cut out and mounted
directly to the mat which becomes an integral part of the composition.
Fluorescent and metallic mat board is used in order to emphasize
the surface quality of the ready made materials and expand the
illusion of space. Again, an attempt has been made to combine
anthropomorphic forms with rectilinear shapes.
The preceding selection of work has been included in order
to reveal a better insight and appreciation of the candidate's development and evolvement of idea, techniques, and materials in the
approach to the problem of defining the spatial interstices as more
positive (solid} than negative (spatial}. Figure 8 is an attempt to
accomplish this through the use of color and surface reflection.
The greatest reflection has been achieved by using yellow fluorescent paint on the edges of the space fragments and by creating a
shiny surface on the ground. A figure-ground reversal has been
achieved by emphasizing the spatial interstices created by the
positive shape (which actually serves as the ground for the relief}.
The yellow halo around each fragment further isolates the ground
as a more negative (spatial} than a positive (solid} shape. Perhaps
the ground would reassert itself as a dominant positive shape if
a thinner relief were used. The spatial intersticies also appear
to structure the larger shape by virtue of being tied or bounded by
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Figure 8. "Interstices Il," painted relief, 31" x 34".
the rectilinear edges. The assertion of the spatial interstices as
real fragments (solid) are thus realized as the relief (they would
normally be viewed as the background and recessed or seen as the
illusion of space or the actual space behind the figure). The experiment in Figure 8 was preceded by an attempt to create an illusion
of creating positive interstices by leaving the positive figure as
unpainted ground (white gesso) and modulating the negative space
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fragments with color so that they would give the illusion of dominating
and advancing shapes. The relief grew out of dissatisfaction of such
two-dimensional illusions.
The implications for this piece can be seen as the problem
of how the candidate can activate an entire wall successfully by
employing just the spatial fragments. One solution seems to be
for one to extend the space of the room into the wall by actually
cutting out the spatial interstices so that the space extends beyond
the room similar to the effect created by the windows in Le Courbusier' s Chapel Du Champ, only where the wall assumes an even
stronger position as a shape rather than an enclosing structural
support. The space could have a positive quality from within as
emerging from rather than converging within by virtue of constructing
windows which extend out from the wall. Another solution is the serialization of this piece so that the rectangular support for the spatial fragments literally fills a wall and becomes the wall in more than just
a structural sense. Another projected solution is to activate the
existing openings of a structure such as the windows, doors, etc.
with cut-out \'&rames of spatial fragments which define the environmental space within the doorway, window, etc. with an anthropomorphic
shape in which the spectator's relation to the space around him becomes more relatable and in a sense more real and positive. Looking
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into a more positive space as object or figure can be accomplished
by suitable arrangement of cut-outs on the floor in such a way that
a metamorphosis of shape becomes apparent or the spectator becomes actively involved in helping to assert a more solid quality to
space by virtually helping to define it with part or all of his body.

Figure 9. "Interstices

m," plastic

relief, 33" x 30".

In Figure 9 the same motif as in Figure 8 has been extended
to exist as the apparent illusion of real space by the use of clear
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plastic suspended within the room. The spatial fragments are also
transparent but assert a more positive quality by their greater
dimensions of thickness extending from both sides of their almost
invisible support.
Edges of the interstices are activated by the piping qualities
of plastic (styrene) and are shadowed on the wall behind the piece.
The spatial fragments are supported by metal tubing which penetrates
the transparent ground. Reflections of the individual units appear to
float (as they actually do) and give the sensation of multiple images,
depending upon the viewers perspective.

The entire unit is suspended

by four wires from two points which allows the piece to sway with
air currents and to further enhance the qualities of transparency and
suspension in space. The entire unit is meant to be hung in front of
a very neutral or highly reflective background... in this case being
the wall (the piece can be hung in the center or quite aways from the
wall if desired). I am particularly intrigued by the cast shadows
and reflections on the wall when spotlighted by high intensity gallery
lights (when supplying the primary source of lighting for the piece).
Implications for further extensions of this piece include casting
solid relief fragments in transparent polyester or acrylic resin
and perhaps tinging the pieces with transparent dyes and metallic
powders. My major criticism of this piece would center around
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choice of a more durable (thicker) or less brittle type of plastic
(acrylic) if cost were no objective; however the flexibility of this
piece (fragility) makes for interesting light reflection and refraction
more like a modulated than a smooth surface (like gelatin).
In the three-dimensional modular unit of Figure 10 and 11

again the spatial interstices has been constructed from assorted
materials used for fabricating entirely by hand which include alumninum
sheet, contact cement, chip board, epoxy cement, plexiglass, and
aluminum angle. The repetition of design indicates a further extension of the concept of spatial interstices finally realized as true
three-dimensional pieces which activate an architectural type of
space dealing with enclosure in one aspect, and when the pieces
are shifted to a location differing from the established design
arrangement, is expansive enough to indicate infinite space planes
depending upon how the viewer organizes the relationships between
the individu,al pieces. A phenomenal number of arrangements are
possible with these organic geometric modules. Although at first
appearance, the modular shapes seem to be paired into a bilateral
symmetry, there are subtle differences between the individual
pieces which requires more delicate adjustments to balance the
tension created between the pieces. A black plexiglass base and
the reflective quality of the individual modules gives heightened
sense of scale to the viewer because of the depth illusions,
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Figure 10. "Interstices IV," aluminum and plexiglass, 36" x 36".
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Figure 11. "Interstices IV," alumni.nm and plexiglass, 36" x 36".
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appearance of lightness, repetition, add movement created from the
dark mirror-like reflections on the surface of the plexiglass.
The original aluminum frame enclosed the modular pieces
and employed a top sheet of clear plexiglass (to reflect an illusion
of the real space beneath)--all of which more or less confined the
scale and space of the module has been discarded in favor of freeing
the three-dimensional fragments from such confines and static composition so that the viewer may participate more directly by virtue of
being able to freely situate the pieces about the room (or on the
plastic base) where they more actively engage the spectator by
distancing him because of scale, reflectivity, placement, shape,
and mere presence.
The particular mode of construction of fabrication by hand
rather than industrial techniques was favored because of technical
requirements were unable to be met and materials on hand best
suited this mode of construction. .Projection for this piece is that
it is to be executed on a larger (more human) scale with industrial
standard materials by which the viewer will participate by walking
through the space activated by the large modular fragments acting
as enigmatic architectural-sculptural elements.
The five-piece modular unit in Figure 12 has the same
configurations as the smaller but identical piece in the smaller
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Figure 12. "Interstices V," painted masonite, 24" x 39" x 150".
'(model)
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three-dimensional unit, with the exception that the larger fragment
has been divided into five individual modular units which can in turn
activate new relationships of space by virtue of being able to manipulate them in position and placement. Projections for this piece call
for executing all seven modular units in a similar manner and on an
identical scale as this unit. Thus, the fragmenting of each of the
seven modular units would multiply the possibilities enormously and
give rise to the activation of even greater areas of space and new
possibilities as yet unrealized.
Other indications for use of these units as other than
sculptural statements include: furniture design, architectural
design, lighting design, and toy design. Research into all these
areas would include models and projects outside the scope of this
paper, but has been mentioned solely for the sake of desiring to
eventually incorporate such art as this into everyday living, and
yet successfully retain its strongest presence as an art form ... then
possibly a society could as a whole consider living as one of the
true art forms, affecting our physical, mental and spiritual states.
The photographs included in Figures 13-27 indicate a new
concern for space dealing more with the subconscious and unconscious
expressions emerging while experimenting with new techniques and
materials, primarily in two dimensions. This new direction can be
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construed as the continous evolution of an artist concerned with developing certain inherent directions which may be awakened at any
moment. Such a departure from the hard edge spatial pieces is
still in happy harmony with striving to join conceptualizing with
inner feelings and awareness to new discoveries. As stated earlier,
the candidate left the area of painting in a more expressive manner
for the more conceptual and hard edge works mentioned previously;
but such preconceptions and preoccupation left me stoutly at a dead
end for trying to recover my feelings through expression.

For such

re-awakening of expression again, I wish at this point to credit
the inspiration to Dr. Syed Iqbal Geoffrey for his timely presence
and stately works dealing with--in the candidate's opinion--the inner
depths of consciousness, expressed on the surface of his works as intuitive
of superconscious expressions of what appears to be chance.
I credit his imaginative approach to painting as the inspiration which again lent life into my work, as if through a Divinely enlightening channel.
The analogous organic forms emerge in these drawings,
unconsciously drawing past, present, and future together into newfound
statements which are both enigmatic and symbolic. As diverse an
approach as possible to materials and technique has been used; however,
the use of the air-brush, spray-paint, stencils, found objects, and
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photomontages characterize the candidate's latest works. Incorporating the techniques of such materials and tools will probably
mark the next advent into dealing with spatial interstices on a
more expressive and possibly looser scale, hoping at the same
time to better unify the unconscious feelings with a broader scope
of technical means and media.
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Figure 13. Untitled I, mixed media, 8" x 10".
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Figure 14. Untitled II, mixed media, 8" x 10".
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Figure 15. Untitled Ill, mixed media, 8" x 11".
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Figure 16. Untitled IV, mixed media, 8" x 11".
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Figure 17. Untitled V, -mixed media, 8" x 10".
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Figure 18. Untitled VI, mixed media, 8" x 10" .
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Figu;re 19. Untitled

vm,

mixed media, 8" x 11 ".
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Figure 20.

''Homage to Geoffrey

vm," mixed media,

8" x 10".
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Figure 21. "Mandalla IX, " collage, 8" x 11".
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Figure 22. Untitled X, mixed media, 8" x 11"
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Figure 23. Orgonne I, collage, 8" x 11 ".
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Figure 24. Untitled, air brush, 8" x 11".
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Figure 25. Untitled, acrylic, 8" x 11".
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Figure 26. Yogananda, air brush, 18" x 24"
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Figure 27. Untitled, enamel monoprint, 11" x 14".
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Figw-e 28. Untitled, airbrush and monoprint, 24" x 28".
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Figure 29. Plastic Landscape I, styrene and polyester, 18" x 22"
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY

In conclusion then, this thesis marks the partial evolution

of idea, expression, technique, media, and development of a changing
human being, an artist becoming through sparks of inspiration from
others, self initiative and will, and a need to seek fulfillment through
creative channels, eminating as a joy and happiness of being on the
road to a lifetime of successful creativity. I wish to acknowledge
my thesis committee for their patience and encouragement, and to
thank each individual for his personal suggestions and guiding remarks for a successful completion of this thesis.
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